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Abstract
A pair of disjoint collections of k-subsets of a v-set X; fT1; T2g, is called a t-(v; k) trade if
every t-subset of X appears precisely the same number of times in T1 as in T2. The purpose of
this paper is to discuss the structures and properties of these combinatorial objects, review some
of their applications, and present an update on the subject. ? 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Trades are combinatorial objects which have been dened and utilized in connection
with t-designs in the last two decades and it seems that the growth of the pertinent
literature could be considered as an indication of rich combinatorial and algebraic
properties of these objects. In early years of 1970s, these objects appeared in the
literature and were called \t-pods" [10]. Later on, dierent names with dierent authors
were utilized: \null designs" [9], \functions with strength t" [5], and \fragments" [8].
But the word \trade" had a statistical root and was used by Hedayat for the rst time
in 1977 [6], and in this connection to quote a passage from him seems appropriate:
\In the application of t-designs we may be confronted with a situation where some
blocks become too costly to be selected for experimentation. For example, combining
certain tasks within one block may be unacceptable to the experimenter. Suppose the
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available t-designs in the literature contain such blocks and by renaming we cannot
dispose of these undesirable blocks. How can we alleviate this problem? The theory of
trade-o can tell us how to trade undesirable blocks with those which are acceptable
to the experimenter. This theory can do other things also" [16]. Below, we briey cite
some of those other things:
 construction of signed t-designs;
 construction of nonisomorphic t-designs;
 construction of t-designs with repeated blocks;
 determination of the spectrum of support sizes of t-designs;
 determination of some of the block intersection numbers in triple systems;
 determination of dening sets for some t-designs;
 determination of some nonisomorphic t-designs.
In general, trades form a Z-module and some authors have studied dierent sets of
generators for this module [7,9,21]. This outlook has led some researchers to obtain
some deep theoretical results about t-designs [9,10,26,35,36].
There are two review papers on the subject available in the literature. The rst
one [16] is comprehensive but rather old, and since then much more has been added
to the subject. The more recent one [34] which appears in the CRC Handbook of
Combinatorial Designs seems to be a supplement for the topic of dening sets of
t-designs and hence does not touch much of the recent advances. Here we intend to
give a brief update on the matter.
2. Denitions and preliminaries
Let v; k; t and  be four positive integers such that v>k>t. Let X be a v-set, and
for 06i6v, the set of all i-subsets of X will be denoted by Pi(X ). We will represent
fx1; x2; : : : ; xig2Pi(X ) as a monomial x1x2 : : : xi.
A conguration D = (X;B) in which B is a collection of the elements of Pk(X ),
(called blocks) is called a t-(v; k; ) design if every element of Pt(X ) appears in exactly
 blocks.
Suppose that T1 and T2 are two disjoint collections of the elements of Pk(X ) such that
the occurrences of every element of Pt(X ) in T1 and T2 are identical. Then T=fT1; T2g
is called a t-(v; k) trade. Clearly jT1j = jT2j, and jT1j is called the volume of T and
denoted by vol(T ). The subset of X which appears in T1 (and therefore in T2 too) is
called the foundation of T and is denoted by found(T ).
We say the trade T = fT1; T2g is embedded in the design D = (X;B), denoted by
T D, if T1B or T2B. The support of a t-design, D (or a trade, T ) is the
set of all distinct blocks of the design (trade), denoted by supp(D) (supp(T )). The
cardinality of the support is called the support size of the design (trade). A t-design
is called simple if it has no repeated block.
Suppose that D=(X;B) and D0=(X 0;B0) are two t-designs with the same parameters
and ’ : X ! X 0 is a 1{1 correspondence. D and D0 are isomorphic if ’(B) =B0.
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A trade T = fT1; T2g is called a t-(v; k) Steiner trade, if every element of Pt(X ) is
contained in T1 (T2) at most once. The trades T =fT1; T2g and T 0=fT 01; T 02g are called
isomorphic if there exists a 1{1 correspondence  : found(T ) ! found(T 0) such that
(T ) = f(T1); (T2)g= fT 01; T 02g= T 0:
An alternative way of dening trades and designs exists which is very algebraic
in nature and has had some attractive applications both theoretically and practically.
Suppose the sets Pk(X ) and Pt(X ) are ordered with some legitimate orderings. Now,
we dene a
( v
t
  ( vk  inclusion matrix, Pvt; k = (pAB), whose rows and columns are
indexed by the elements of Pt(X ) and Pk(X ), respectively and is dened as follows:
pAB =
(
1; AB;
0; otherwise:
Pvt; k is full rank, i.e., rank P
v
t; k =
( v
t

[6,9].
Now, we consider the following system of equations:
Pvt; kF = et ; ()
where et=(1; 1; : : : ; 1)t . Any integral solution of () is called a t-(v; k; ) signed design;
any nonnegative integral solution of () is called a t-(v; k; ) design; and any integral
solution of () for = 0 is called a t-(v; k) trade.
A trade (signed design) with components 1; 0, is called simple. Assume that
F =(f1; f2; : : : ; f( vk )) is a t-design, and let B be a collection of the elements of Pk(X )
in which the ith element of Pk(X ) appears fi times (fi is the frequency of the ith
block). Then one can simply see the connection between the two denitions of design.
Every integral vector can be represented as a dierence of two nonnegative vectors.
Therefore, every trade T can be considered to be T = T1 − T2 in which T1 and T2
correspond to two collections of the elements of Pk(X ).
If T and T 0 are two arbitrary t-(v; k) trades, then clearly T + T 0 and nT (n2Z) are
also t-(v; k) trades. Therefore the set of all t-(v; k) trades forms a Z-module. In fact,
this Z-module is the kernel of Pvt; k over Z. Dierent bases have been presented in the
literature for this module [7,9,21,26].
3. Dierent types of trades
3.1. Basic trades
In [19], Hwang has shown that if T is a t-(v; k) trade, then vol(T )>2t . Khosrovshahi
et al. [25] have called T a basic trade if vol(T ) = 2t . In [9,19], it is also shown that
any basic trade T = fT1; T2g is associated with a polynomial
(S1 − S2)(S3 − S4) : : : (S2t+1 − S2t+2)S2t+3;
jS2i−1j= jS2ij; 16i6t + 1;
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SiX;
t+2X
i=1
jS2i−1j= k:
Multiplication is considered to be symbolic. The correspondence between this poly-
nomial and the trade is such that the positive (negative) terms are to be considered
as T1 (T2). Hwang has also shown that jfound(T )j>k + t + 1. Any basic trade with
jfound(T )j = k + t + 1 is called a minimal trade. Trades with volume 2t + 1 do not
exist [19].
The following theorem is a more general existence and nonexistence result.
Theorem. Let v>k + t + 1; then
1. For all 06i6t; there exists a t-(v; k) trade of volume 2t+1 − 2t−i [14].
2. For s>(2t − 1)2t ; there exists a t-(v; k) trade of volume s [14].
3. There does not exist a trade of volume s for 2t < s< 2t + 2t−1 [32,33].
Note. Part 1 of the above theorem was a conjecture of Mahmoodian and Soltankhah
[32].
Conjecture (Malik [33]). There does not exist a trade of volume s for
tX
i=l+1
2i < s<
tX
i=l
2i ; 16l6t − 1:
Theorem (Khosrovshahi et al. [25]). If j(i) is the number of partitions of i into j com-
ponents; then the number of nonisomorphic basic trades is equal to
Pk−t−1
l=0 t+1(k−l).
Example. Let k = 5 and t = 2. Then the nonisomorphic basic trades are
(x1 − x2)(x3 − x4)(x5 − x6) x7 x8,
(x1 − x2)(x3 − x4)(x5 x6 − x7 x8) x9,
(x1 − x2)(x3 − x4)(x5 x6 x7 − x8 x9 x10),
(x1 − x2)(x3 x4 − x5 x6)(x7 x8 − x9 x10).
Khosrovshahi and Singhi [29] have presented necessary and sucient conditions for
a set of blocks, S, to be part of a basic trade. Below we briey give a description of
this result.
Let S be a collection of the elements of Pk(X ). Let X =
S
D2 S D; C =
T
D2 S D.
For every x2X − C, let
F(x) =
\
x2D2 S
(D − C) and x = F(x)−
[
y2 X
F(x)*F(y)
F(y):
It is easily seen that DS = fx j x2Dg partitions D − C. Let r =maxD2 S jDsj. Then
r is called the rank of S.
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Theorem (Khosrovshahi and Singhi [29]). Let S be a collection of the elements of
Pk(X ); r = rank(S) and C =
T
D2 S D. Then the following statements are true.
(i) r6k − jCj.
(ii) If S  supp(T ); where T is a basic trade; then we have
(a) r6t + 16k,
(b) for every S1 S; D1 2 S − S1,
\
D2 S1
D
=

\
D2 S1[fD1g
D
+
D1 −
[
D2 S1
D
 :
(iii) If S satises (a) and (b) of (ii) for every S1 S; D1 2 S−S1; jS1j6r; then S T
for some basic trade T .
Let
T = (S1 − S2)(S3 − S4) : : : (S2t+1 − S2t+2)S2t+3
be a basic trade and let X =
S2t+3
i=1 Si. Now, consider a (0; 1) matrix N = [nij], whose
rows are indexed by the elements of X and whose columns are indexed by the blocks
belonging to supp(T ), and which is dened as
nij =
(
1 if i belongs to jth block;
0 otherwise:
N is called the incidence matrix of T . Now the following theorem contains some useful
information on trades.
Theorem (Khosrovshahi and Singhi [29]). Let rank2(N ) denote the rank of N over
GF(2); and let Di 2 supp(T ), for i=1; 2; 3 and every Di represented by a (0; 1) vector
of size jfound(T )j. Then we have the following:
(i) rank2(N ) = t + 2; (ii) (D1 + D2 + D3)2 2 supp(T ).
3.2. 2-(v; 3) Steiner trades
The fact that the dierence of two t-(v; k; ) designs is a trade plays an important role
in constructing t-designs. Clearly, if we knew all the trades with all possible volumes,
then the solution to the existence problem of designs would become more attainable.
Therefore, any kind of classication of trades seems worthwhile.
In [22], the authors have attempted to construct and classify the simple 2-(v; 3)
Steiner trades of 66volume69. The following theorem comprises their ndings.
Theorem (Khosrovshahi and Maimani [22]). Up to isomorphism; there are two Steiner
trades of volume 6; two Steiner trades of volume 7; 10 Steiner trades of volume 8;
and 14 Steiner trades of volume 9.
The number of these trades are given in Table 1, and in Table 2 the blocks of these
trades are presented.
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Table 1
The number of Steiner trades, T , for 66vol(T )69
jfound(T )j 7 8 9 10 11 12
vol(T )
6 1 1 { { { {
7 1 { 1 { { {
8 { 1 3 4 1 1
9 { { 7 5 2 {
Table 2
A complete list of Steiner trades T = fT1; T2g for 66vol(T )69: A = 10; B = 11; C = 12
jfound(T )j 7 8 7 9 8 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 11 12
T1 123 123 123 123 123 123 123 123 127 123 123 123 123 123
145 145 145 145 145 145 145 145 138 145 145 145 145 145
167 167 167 167 167 167 167 268 28A 167 167 167 167 24A
247 248 246 248 248 246 189 347 379 189 189 189 189 35A
346 368 257 358 257 257 247 356 459 24A 24A 24A 24A 678
357 578 356 369 346 359 346 249 46A 268 35A 36A 68B 69B
347 579 378 368 358 389 57A 279 68A 58A 79B 79C
568 489 379 578 689 35A 79A 79A 35A 8BC
T2 124 124 124 124 124 124 124 124 128 124 124 124 124 124
136 136 136 136 136 136 136 135 137 135 135 136 135 135
157 157 157 157 157 157 158 236 27A 168 168 158 168 23A
237 238 237 238 237 235 179 457 389 179 179 179 179 45A
345 458 256 359 258 267 237 289 45A 23A 23A 23A 23A 67A
467 678 345 458 348 389 345 349 469 267 45A 45A 45A 68B
467 679 456 459 389 378 579 289 67A 67A 67B 78C
678 468 467 568 68A 45A 89A 89A 89B 9BC
jfound(T )j 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 11 11
T1 123 123 123 145 147 123 123 123 123 123 123 123 123 123
149 145 145 167 158 145 145 145 145 145 145 145 145 145
158 249 249 189 169 167 167 167 167 167 167 167 167 167
248 258 258 239 248 189 189 248 189 189 189 189 248 189
256 267 267 257 259 248 248 369 24A 24A 24A 24A 368 24A
357 357 348 268 267 257 256 378 356 368 346 36A 49A 36A
369 369 357 346 349 269 279 49A 37A 39A 358 468 579 49B
467 468 369 358 357 346 346 579 468 479 39A 479 69B 58B
789 789 789 479 368 479 358 68A 479 578 479 578 8AB 79A
T2 124 124 124 146 148 125 124 124 124 124 124 124 124 124
135 135 135 158 159 136 136 136 135 136 136 136 136 136
189 236 236 179 167 148 158 157 168 158 158 158 157 158
236 257 257 235 249 179 179 238 179 179 179 179 238 179
258 289 289 267 257 234 235 379 23A 23A 23A 23A 459 23A
379 379 349 289 268 267 267 459 367 389 345 457 679 45B
469 458 378 349 347 289 289 489 456 457 389 46A 48A 67A
478 469 458 368 358 457 348 678 489 49A 467 489 68B 89B
567 678 679 457 369 469 456 69A 47A 678 49A 678 9AB 49A
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Table 3
v P(v)
v65 
v = 8 f6; 8g
v>6 and v  0 (mod 6) f 2v3 ; 2v3 + 2; 2v3 + 3; : : : ;
v(v−2)
6 g
v>7 and v  1 (mod 6) f 2v+43 ; 2v+43 + 1; : : : ;
v(v−1)
6 g
v>14 and v  2 (mod 6) f 2v+23 ; 2v+23 + 1; : : : ;
v(v−2)
6 g
v>9 and v  3 (mod 6) f 2v+33 ; 2v+33 + 1; : : : ;
v(v−1)
6 g
v>10 and v  4 (mod 6) f 2v+43 ; 2v+43 + 1; : : : ; v
2−2v−2
6 g
v>11 and v  5 (mod 6) f 2v+23 ; 2v+23 + 1; : : : ; v
2−v−8
6 g
In [3], Bryant investigates the existence and nonexistence of 2-(v; 3) Steiner trades
for any given volume.
Theorem (Bryant [3]). If there exists a 2-(v; 3) Steiner trade; T; with jfound(T )j= v
and vol(T ) = s; then
1. 2v=36s6v(v− 2)=6, when v  0 (mod 6);
2. (2v+ 1)=36s6v(v− 1)=6, when v  1 (mod 6);
3. (2v+ 2)=36s6v(v− 2)=6, when v  2 (mod 6);
4. 2v=36s6v(v− 1)=6, when v  3 (mod 6);
5. (2v+ 1)=36s6(v2 − 2v− 2)=6, when v  4 (mod 6);
6. (2v+ 2)=36s6(v2 − v− 8)=6, when v  5 (mod 6).
The theorem above gives a set of necessary conditions for the existence of a 2-(v; 3)
Steiner trades. Let P(v) denote the set of all possible volumes of 2-(v; 3) Steiner trades.
The possible values of P(v) are summarized in Table 3 [3].
3.3. 2-(v; k) Steiner trades with k > 3
In [2], Billington and Homan present some results on a generalized notion of trade,
which they called \G-trades". Among these results, the following theorem is obtained
on trades.
Theorem. (i)There are no 2-(v; k)Steiner tradeswith volumem; form2f1; 2; : : : ; 2k−3g.
(ii) There is a 2-(v; k) Steiner trade with volume 2k − 2.
The results of Gray and Ramsay in [12,13] are also interesting and are summarized
below. Part (iv) of the theorem is due to Khodkar and Homan [20].
Theorem. (i) There is no 2-(v; k) Steiner trade with volume 2k − 1.
(ii) There are 2-(v; k) Steiner trades with volume m; for m>3k − 3; or 2k − 26
m63k − 4 and m even.
(iii) There exist 2-(v; k) Steiner trades with volume 2k+1 precisely when k 2f3; 4; 7g.
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Table 4
jfound(T )j 6 7
vol(T )
4 1 {
6 1 2
7 { 2
9 { 2
10 1 5
12 { 1
(iv) There are no Steiner 2-(v; k) trades with volume m for 2k − 16m63k − 3
and m odd; with the single exception k = 7; v= 15 given in (iii).
(v) Up to isomorphism; for k 6= 3; 4; there are unique 2-(v; k) Steiner trades with
volumes 2k and 2k − 2.
3.4. Classifying 2-(6; 3) and 2-(7; 3) trades
In [24], the authors have classied all the 2-(6; 3) and 2-(7; 3) trades of dierent
volumes up to isomorphism. The results are summarized below.
Theorem (Khosrovshahi and Maimani [24]). (i) 2-(6; 3) and 2-(7; 3) trades with
volume 8 and 11 do not exist.
(ii) There are three 2-(6; 3) trades and twelve 2-(7; 3) trades.
Table 4 is a summary of these results. Table 5 contains the actual trades.
3.5. Maximal trades
For a given v; k, and t, a simple trade with the maximum possible volume is called
a maximal trade and is denoted by TM(v; k; t). Finding maximal trades is a challenging
problem. In [30], for k = 3 and t = 2, except for v= 6m+ 5 and m>3, a solution for
the problem has been presented. For the case v = 6m + 5 and m>3, an upper bound
is given.
The following theorem summarizes the results.
Theorem (Khosrovshahi and Torabi [30]). (a) For v even; we have
(i) if v  0 (mod 4); vol(TM(v; 3; 2)) = v(v+ 1)(v− 4)=12,
(ii) if v  2 (mod 4); vol(TM(v; 3; 2)) = v(v− 1)(v− 2)=12.
(b) For v odd; we have
(i) vol(TM(7; 3; 2)) = 12;
(ii) v  1 or 3 (mod 6) and v> 7; vol(TM(v; 3; 2)) = v(v− 1)(v− 3)=12,
(iii) v = 6m + 5; vol(TM(v; 3; 2))618m3 + 33m2 + 19m + 2, and for m = 1 or 2
equality holds.
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Table 5
jfound(T )j 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7
T1 123 123 123 123 123 123 123 123
145 124 124 167 124 146 124 126
246 156 156 247 157 157 157 134
356 256 157 256 167 247 167 145
345 267 346 267 256 247 157
346 345 357 347 345 256 235
456 367 345 246
367 247
456 367
T2 124 125 126 127 126 127 126 124
135 126 127 136 127 136 127 125
236 134 135 235 137 145 137 135
456 234 145 246 145 235 145 137
356 234 347 234 246 234 146
456 567 567 467 347 245 234
567 567 356 236
467 267
567 457
T1 123 123 123 123 123 123 123
124 124 124 124 124 124 124
135 157 157 156 135 157 147
146 167 167 167 156 167 156
156 237 237 235 167 235 167
236 256 246 246 236 246 237
245 267 256 257 245 256 246
256 346 345 267 256 347 256
345 356 356 347 346 367 345
346 457 457 456 357 457 346
367
457
T2 125 126 126 126 125 125 126
126 127 127 127 126 126 127
134 135 135 135 136 137 137
136 147 147 146 137 147 145
145 234 234 234 145 234 146
234 236 236 237 234 236 234
235 257 245 245 235 245 236
246 367 357 256 246 357 245
356 456 456 467 356 467 347
456 567 567 567 567 567 356
467
567
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4. Applications
4.1. Constructing signed designs
Trades are employed in constructing signed designs.
It is well known that for a given quadruple v; k; t, and , if a t-(v; k; ) signed design
exists, then


v−i
t−i


k−i
t−i
 for i = 0; : : : ; t − 1 ()
are integers. These conditions form a minimum set of necessary conditions.
Theorem (Graver and Jurkat [10] and Wilson [35]). The necessary conditions ()
are sucient for the existence of a t-(v; k; ) signed design.
An algorithm to produce signed designs was presented in [17]. In that algorithm an
appropriate (t − 1)-signed design is extended to the desirable t-signed design. For any
given set of parameters 1-designs always exist. Therefore, based on this algorithm, the
desirable signed design can always be constructed recursively.
Another more suitable algorithm has been recently devised which is not recursive
and can be easily implemented. In what follows, we describe this latter algorithm. For
that we need a couple of denitions.
Denition (Khosrovshahi and Ajoodani-Namini [21]). For given v; k; and t; the block
x1x2 : : : xk is called starting block if
xi6 v− k − t + 2i − 2; 16i6t + 1;
xi6 v− k + i; t + 26i6k:
Denition. A t-(v; k; ) signed design is called a standard t-(v; k; ) signed design if
the frequencies of the starting blocks are zero.
Note. It is well known that the number of starting blocks, for a given v; k; and t, is( v
k
−( vt , and for any starting block B, one can construct a minimal trade T such that
if B0 is another starting block which appears before B in the lexicographical ordering of
Pk(X ), then B0 does not appear in T . Using this fact, one can construct for Z-module
of t-(v; k) trades (that is for ker Pvt; k) a basis consisting of minimal trades [21,34].
Now if we partition Pk(X ) into two parts, starting and nonstarting, ordering each
part lexicographically, and placing the starting blocks prior to nonstarting ones, then
the Khosrovshahi{Ajoodani-Namini basis [21] will supply a triangular basis in this
ordering of Pk(X ). From this a new basis, called the standard basis, can be obtained
in which every trade contains exactly one starting block. We note that the elements of
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the standard basis are not necessarily minimal trades and some of them have a very
large volume [26].
Theorem (Khosrovshahi and Maysoori [26]). For a set of four positive integers v; k; t
and  which satisfy the necessary conditions; there exists a unique standard t-(v; k; )
signed design.
Proof. Let Pk(X ) be ordered as in the previous paragraph. Let F =

f1; : : : ; f( vk )

be any nonstandard t-(v; k; ) signed design. Let fl be the rst nonzero component
of F . Then clearly the lth block of Pk(X ) is a starting block. Suppose that T =
t1; t2; : : : ; t( vk )

is a trade such that for i< l; ti=0 and tl=1. This could be an element
of the Khosrovshahi{Ajoodani-Namini basis or an element of the standard basis. Then
F − flT is a signed design with the rst l components equal to zero. Based on the
Graver{Jurkat{Wilson theorem, we know that there always exists a t-(v; k; ) signed
design. Now, with the above procedure, we can make the frequencies of all starting
blocks in that signed design equal to zero to obtain a standard t-(v; k; ) signed design
F 0 =

f01; f
0
2; : : : ; f
0
( vk )

.
Let  =

v−t
k−t

. With the same procedure, we can construct a standard t-(v; k; )
signed design F 00=

f001 ; f
00
2 ; : : : ; f
00
( vk )

, from the trivial design (X; Pk(X )) (i.e. (1; 1; : : : ; 1)
vector). Clearly,
Pvt; k(
F 0 − F 00) = 0:
Therefore, if T = F 0 − F 00 6= 0, then T is a t-(v; k) trade which does not contain a
starting block, contradicting the fact that any trade is a linear combination of standard
basis. Hence F 0=F 00 and consequently f0i =f
00
i =
. Therefore the standard signed
design is unique.
Now we can outline an algorithm. If we make the frequencies of the starting blocks
of a trivial design equal to zero (i.e., if we construct the standard t-(v; k; ) signed
design), then by multiplying the frequency vector of this standard signed design by
=, where for i = 1; : : : ;
( v
k

; f00i =
 is an integer, we obtain the frequency vector
of the standard t-(v; k; ) signed design.
Presenting a small example could be helpful in clarifying the construction. In Table 6,
for v=7; k =3, and t=2, the standard basis consisting of
( 7
3
− ( 72=14 trades are
given. In the last column, the unique standard 2-(7; 3; 1) signed design is presented.
4.2. Trade-o and applications
Let F =

f1; f2; : : : ; f( vk )

be a t-(v; k; ) design (signed design) and let T =
t1; : : : ; t( vk )

be an arbitrary t-(v; k) trade. Then
Pvt; k(F + T ) = P
v
t; kF + P
v
t; kT = et :
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Table 6
Columns 1{14 are the standard 2-(7; 3) trades and Column 15 contains the standard 2-(7; 3; 1) signed design
Blocks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
123 1
124 1
125 1
126 1
134 1
135 1
136 1
145 1
146 1
234 1
235 1
236 1
245 1
246 1
127 −1 −1 −1 −1 1
137 −1 −1 −1 −1 1
147 −1 −1 −1 −1 1
156 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 2
157 1 1 1 1 1 1 −1
167 1 1 1 1 1 1 −1
237 −1 −1 −1 −1 1
247 −1 −1 −1 −1 1
256 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 2
257 1 1 1 1 1 1 −1
267 1 1 1 1 1 1 −1
345 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 2
346 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 2
347 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 −3
356 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 −2
357 −1 −1 −1 −1 1
367 −1 −1 −1 −1 1
456 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 −2
457 −1 −1 −1 −1 1
467 −1 −1 −1 −1 1
567 −1 −1 −1 −1 1
Blanks are zeros.
Thus F + T is also a t-(v; k; ) signed design. In general, applying a trade to a signed
design, i.e., algebraic addition of T and F , is called trade-o. This simple idea has
been used in dierent aspects of combinatorial design theory and below we cite some
of them.
4.2.1. Constructing t-designs
Trading signed designs is utilized in constructing t-designs. For this, we try to nd
a trade T such that F + T is \better" than F , i.e., in a certain sense is closer to F .
Of course this is a heuristic interpretation. For example, the improvement of F could
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mean reducing the values of the following cost functions:
’1(F) =
( vk )X
i=1
jfij;
’2(F) =
( vk )X
i=1;fi<0
fi;
’3(F) = ’1(F) + ’2(F);
’4(F) = ’1(F)− jffijfi 6= 0gj:
This reduction forces the reduction of the number of negative blocks. Based on this
method some mildly interesting designs have been constructed [27,28].
4.2.2. Constructing designs with repeated blocks and the problem of the spectrum
Usually, we denote the total number of blocks of a design, D, by b and we let
b = jsupp(D)j. An interesting but a very dicult question is the following: Given
v; k; t and , what is the set of b’s? This is called the problem of the spectrum of
support sizes of the design. The spectrum problem has been settled for a few cases.
For triple systems (t=2; k =3) with small v0s, dierent authors have used the method
of trade-o [16,18] to obtain the desired answer. Utilizing these values, the problem
has nally been settled recursively [1,4]. Some partial results for t=2 and k =4 have
also been reported [16,31].
Suppose D=(X;B) is a t-(v; k; ) design with an embedded trade T = fT1; T2g such
that T1B and T2 \ B 6= ;. Then by applying T to D (i.e. by omitting the blocks
of T1 from the design and adding the blocks of T2), a design with repeated blocks is
obtained. Clearly by applying this method the support size can be varied. This is the
basic idea of determining all possible designs with dierent support sizes and small v’s.
Let us cite an example [27]: Consider the simple 4-(12; 5; 4) design, with b=b=396.
Using the method above (i.e., obtaining desirable trades), for 3446l6396, designs
with b = l have been presented. The question remains open whether bmin = 344.
In general, the determination of good lower bounds for b is a dicult problem and
requires some combinatorial arguments which is beyond the scope of trade-o. Trade-o
is basically used for construction and existence of designs. For nonexistence problems
one needs to knock on other doors.
4.2.3. Other applications of embedded trades in a design
(A) The number of embedded trades in a design is certainly an isomorphism invariant
of designs. Suppose that two dierent designs with the same parameters are given, but
that the numbers of certain types of trades embedded in the given designs are dierent.
Clearly these two designs are not isomorphic. This method has been used in separating
designs in [27,28]. Usually in this method, the number of minimal or basic embedded
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trades are enumerated. One can generalize this problem to some other types of trades.
The number of trades embedded in a design is called the tradability number [27].
One can also enumerate the number of embedded trades passing through dierent
blocks in a design, i.e., the number of occurrences of a certain block in dierent
embedded trades. In this case we will have the tradability vector.
(B) Possible common blocks of two designs. Suppose that D1 = (X;B1) and D2 =
(X;B2) are two t-(v; k; ) designs and B = B1 \ B2. What are the possible values
of jBj? B is called the intersection of two designs, and obviously it is very much
interrelated to embedded trades in the two designs. If T1 =B1 −B and T2 =B2 −B,
then fT1; T2g is an embedded trade in D1 and D2. Therefore, the determination of all
embedded trades in a design could be of great value in solving the intersection problem
of designs. For example, since a 2-trade of volume 5 does not exist [19], two 2-designs
D1 and D2 having b− 5 blocks in common, cannot exist.
(C) Finding new designs. Another application of embedded trades and trading them
is to obtain new designs from a given design D=(X;B) which is nonisomorphic to the
old one. Suppose T=fT1; T2g is an embedded trade in D=(X;B) such that T1B and
T2\B=;. In this case D0=(X;B0) where B0=(B−T1)[T2 is a design with the same
parameters and with the same b as D, but nevertheless, it could be nonisomorphic to
D. For this see also [8].
Example. Consider the following 2-(10; 5; 4) design D = (X;B).
X = f1; 2; : : : ; 9; 0g;
B = f12345; 12346; 12678; 12890; 13580; 13790; 14570; 14689; 15679;
23589; 23670; 24579; 24780; 25690; 34690; 34789; 35678; 45680g:
Then the trade T = ff12346; 13580; 23589; 34690g; f23469; 35890; 12358; 13460gg is
embedded in D. Now by replacing T2 by T1 we obtain a new design, D0. These
two designs are nonisomorphic since they have dierent automorphism groups, and
jAut(D)j= 2 and jAut(D0)j= 4.
4.3. Dening sets of t-designs
In 1990, the concept of dening set of a t-design was introduced by Gray [11]. Let
D = (X;B) be a t-(v; k; ) design and let S be a collection of the blocks of B. Then
Compl(S) = fD0jD0 = (X;B0) is a t-(v; k; ) design; S is a
collection of the elements of B0g:
If Compl(S)=fDg, then S is called a dening set of D. A dening set S of D is called
a minimal dening set if no proper subset of S is a dening set of D. A dening set
S of D is called a smallest dening set if it has minimum cardinality among dening
sets of D.
The concept of dening set, of course, has a general nature and is applicable to all
combinatorial structures.
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Recently, many papers have been devoted to this concept by dierent authors [34]
and some useful and revealing theorems have been proven. The following lemma es-
tablishes a connection between dening sets and trades in a design.
Lemma (Gray [11]). Let D=(X;B) be a t-(v; k; ) design and S B: S is a dening
set of D if and only if S intersects all the trades embedded in D.
Based on the above lemma, an algorithm by Greenhill for nding a smallest dening
set has been presented [15].
A sketch of the algorithm is as follows: First, we start with a set of embedded trades
in D. Then we nd a smallest possible set S of blocks which intersect all the trades
on our list. Now, if Compl(S) = fDg, then S is a smallest dening set of D. Other-
wise suppose that Compl(S) = fD;D1; : : : ; Dng. Now the set ffDnD1; D1nDg; fDnD2;
D2nDg; : : : ; fDnDn; DnnDgg constitutes a new set of trades which are embedded in D.
We add these trades to the set of previous trades and start all over again until a smallest
dening set is obtained.
Example. A 2-(10; 5; 4) design (X;B) is given below:
X = f1; 2; : : : ; 9; Ag;
B = f12345; 12346; 12578; 1259A; 1367A; 1379A; 14689; 1489A; 15678;
23689; 23789; 2467A; 2478A; 2569A; 34579; 3458A; 3568A; 45679g:
There are 18 embedded basic trades in this design. In [23], by using these trades and
Greenhill algorithm, a smallest dening set, S, with cardinality 8 is found.
S = f12345; 12346; 12578; 1259A; 1367A; 1379A; 23789; 2467Ag:
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